GROUP 3(e) - WORK ON TASK 3

Preparation of Documentation

Note by the Secretariat

1. Task 3 (set out in paragraph 3 of document MTN/2) is "bringing up to date and completing the analytical and statistical documentation assembled in the context of the Programme of Work adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in 1967 in respect of all agricultural products (Chapters 1 to 24 BTN)."

2. The information submitted by delegations in accordance with the agreement reached at the meeting of the Group from 25 to 27 February 1974, (document MTN/3E/2 paragraphs 2 to 20) will be issued as a new series bearing the symbol: MTN/3E/DOC/- and the general title: GROUP 3(e) - BASIC DOCUMENTATION.

3. The following documents in the series are in course of preparation:

- MTN/3E/DOC/1 Synopsis
- MTN/3E/DOC/2 Agricultural policies
- MTN/3E/DOC/3 Prices received by producers for certain agricultural products
- MTN/3E/DOC/4 Self-sufficiency ratios for certain agricultural products
- MTN/3E/DOC/5 Inventory of measures and mechanisms influencing exports
- MTN/3E/DOC/6 Inventory of variable levies and other special charges on imports
- MTN/3E/DOC/7 Inventory of quantitative import restrictions applied by countries covered by the Joint Working Group
- MTN/3E/DOC/8 Inventory of quantitative import restrictions applied by countries other than those covered by the Joint Working Group
- MTN/3E/DOC/9 Inventory of sanitary and phytosanitary regulations notified
- MTN/3E/DOC/10 Inventory of various non-tariff barriers notified
- MTN/3E/DOC/11 Tariffs. Progress report on the Tariff Study
4. For reasons of convenience, the above documents will in general consist of a
cover sheet with separate addenda for each country or group of countries.

5. Delegations which have not yet submitted the information requested (see
GATT/LIR/10/1071) should consider the present note as a reminder to do so as soon
as possible, in order to enable the secretariat to proceed with the preparation
of the documentation as envisaged by the Group.